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THE EXPERIENCE OF A GENIUS COMBINES WITH THE POWER OF AN EVIL GOD DURING A
LAND OF FRAUGHT MISTAKES, THE LAND BETWEEN. A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast
world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and

three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering
unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment.

Explore and Progress As the protagonist, a human knight who has lost your way, you journey
across a vast world, search for your child, and challenge terrible monsters called the Lost,
while gaining strength through battle, magic, and the help of creatures around you. • A

Variety of Activities to Engage All of Your Mental and Physical Capacities. There is no limit to
the number of times you can quest, open new areas, unlock hidden areas, and discover new
dungeons in the world. At the same time, you can enjoy various quests, through which you
can gain rewards while advancing in your quest. • A World Rich in Collectibles You can also
enjoy hunting for certain objects and complete missions that appear along the way. With
you as the protagonist, the game provides an environment that lets you collect rare parts
from fallen enemies and dive into the world to enjoy the storyline. The game world is rich
with 1:6 scale models, including lifelike monsters, monsters, dungeons, and NPCs. It is a
Land Full of Fiction You experience a story where the various thoughts of the characters

intersect in the Lands Between. In addition, because the story is depicted as multiple
fragments, as you engage with the story, you can enjoy the story in different ways. Explore
the World of the Lands Between You will take part in battle and cast magic. You will also go
on a journey to the lands beyond the world of humans, and there will be times when you will
need to search for the truth as you accompany the protagonist on his or her journey across
a vast world full of danger, as well as events that will unfold along the way. • An Epic Drama

That Mirrors the Power of the Fallen God A multilayered story told in fragments. As the
protagonist, a human knight who has lost your way, you journey across a vast world, search

for your child, and challenge terrible monsters called the Lost, while gaining strength
through battle, magic, and

Features Key:
Lord Edge, Content Manager
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Fantasy´Story
Path of Myth or Battle

Clima, Art and Game UI
Monster and Npc Lore, Name, Profile Card and Mission

Elden Documents in Elden Lettermail
Quest and Battle

Various character models and voiceovers
A wide range of quests and references to other games

System Requirements

OS：Windows，Linux
Architecture：x86, x64
CPU： Intel/AMD(test: Pentium IV 2.0GHz+)
RAM： 2 GB
Hard Disk ： 8 GB
Graphics Card : DirectX 11 compatible graphics board
Sound Card (Required only in Windows Live)
Final Fantasy XIII´Battle Strider (Mac) version 1.2 (one of the easiest version) (It will be
purchased with the game)
Final Fantasy XIII´Play´version 1.2
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